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to monitor data in real time and to scrutinize offline data to select the baseline set to perform anal-
yses. This paper describes in some details the current status of the DQM software and procedure
used in LHC Run2, and gives an overview of the major future plans for improvement.
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1. Introduction

The Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [1] is one of the general purpose detectors at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), operating at CERN in Geneva, designed to detect rare signals of new
physics. A sophisticated Data Quality Monitoring (DQM) system is employed for the CMS de-
tector to ensure its good operation efficiency and the reliable certification of the recorded collision
data for physics measurements and searches. The DQM group is responsible for the following
items [2, 3]:

• tools for the creation, filling, delivery and archival of histograms, with standardised algo-
rithms to carry out the quality and validity tests on the distributions automatically

• real-time monitoring of the detector components, trigger, Data Acquisition (DAQ) hardware
status and their visualisation

• monitoring system for the offline reconstruction, validation of calibration results, software
releases and monte carlo samples

• certification of collision runs for the physics analyses by Data Certification (DC) team

• standardisation and integration of DQM components in CMS software (CMSSW) releases

• organisation and operation of the DQM shifts, tutorials and other activities

The DQM activities touch all aspects of data taking, from Online monitoring, Offline process-
ing to the final certification of good data for analysis. It is a complex system making use of software
tools and human component.

2. DQM framework

The central unit of monitoring in the DQM framework, known as Monitor Element (ME), is an
object containing a ROOT histogram and the result of certain quality tests performed on demand.
MEs are shared in the DQMStore, a general container class holding all the relevant plots for a
single run, stored on the disk in ROOT format. Currently, run based DQM framework is employed
which has two instances: the Online and the Offline DQM systems. The online DQM system
is a part of High Level Trigger (HLT) [4] farm and uses the data stream produced by HLT for
the production of real-time monitoring elements that provide immediate feedback about detector
subsystem performance and integrity of data during data-taking. The online DQM runs over a
fraction of the CMS data while offline DQM processes the full CMS event data. In general, the
quality monitoring of the DQM system is a two-step process. The first step involves the creation
of MEs followed by filling of information from the CMS event data. This step runs in parallel for
different events in the same run. These histograms from different ROOT files of a particular run
are summed over to obtain the full event statistics. These histograms are then uploaded to DQM
GUI for visual inspection.
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2.1 DQM GUI

DQM GUI is a web accessible software that has been developed to navigate the DQM file con-
tent and display histograms. It is a customizable application that is capable of providing histograms
during live data taking for all subsystems as well as detailed information about the CMS event data.
The content is organized in workspaces depending on the scope and ranges from the shift views
to expert areas and high level summaries. Within a workspace, histograms can be organized into
layouts to bundle related information together. A snapshot of DQM GUI is shown in Figure 1. It
has three instances: Online, Offline and RelVal. The Online and Offline parts are used for the active
monitoring and detailed information of CMS event data respectively, while RelVal part is used for
the validation of CMSSW releases. It is flexible for the deployment of new software and usually a
replica set up is maintained to test all the code before deployment to the production.

Figure 1: A snapshot of Online DQM GUI is shown. A layout of report summary maps showing the status
of subsystems can be seen for a given lumisection and run. Here, each lumisection corresponds to the
luminosity delivered by the LHC in ∼23 sec.

2.2 Run Registry

Run Registry (RR) is a tool used for bookeeping of information about all CMS runs. RR
consists of database-based web user interface frontend. It is a tracking tool used to certify the
collected data and keeps tracks of all certification results. It provides the facilities for the manual
input of data quality decisions and imports the data from other CMS web services such as CMS
Web Based Monitoring (WBM), Online Monitoring System (OMS) etc regarding the detector and
beam conditions, as well as the querying of the data and the export of selected information onto
the screen and into flat output files of various formats. It has three instances: Online, Offline
and User. The Online RR is used by the online shifters to add observations about the quality
of run during data-taking while the offline part is used by sub-detector experts that inspects the
quality of full CMS data once it is available in the offline server of DQM GUI. Several dedicated
workspaces for various subsystems are provided. It provides generic API for the input/output and
use of certification results through external tools. A snapshot of the offline RR is shown in Figure 2.

3. Operation, procedure and performance during Run2

The DQM system is in production since 2008 and has performed excellently during all years
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Figure 2: A snapshot of the Offline RR displaying status of various subsystem components for various runs.
The green color for a particular column shows the boolean set by subsystem experts after the evaluation of
CMS event data looking at the plots from the DQM GUI.

of CMS data taking. The response time of DQM GUI is less than 100 ms on an average, despite of
the large number of accesses per day to both the online and the offline servers. The large number of
modules running for a specific subsystem components comprise the so-called ‘DQM sequence’ and
monitor both low level and high level variables at all the steps of the CMS event reconstruction. The
outstanding performance of DQM system can be evaluated from the fact that during CMS Run2
data, the online DQM GUI consisted of around 22 k runs and 2× 109 MEs amounting to total of
650 GB of storage data while the offline DQM GUI contained about 400k runs and 4.4×1010 MEs
accounting to ∼4.1 TB of storage data.

As mentioned before, the monitoring and certification of the quality of the CMS data is a multi-
step procedure which spans from online data taking to the offline reprocessing of data recorded
earlier. The quality assessment is based on both visual inspection of data distributions by moni-
toring shift persons as well as algorithmic tests of the distributions against references. The online
shifter marks the runs in signoff status in online RR after its evaluation during data-taking. Offline
DQM provides the so called ‘Express Stream’ for monitoring of data quality in terms of recon-
struction, alignment and calibration constants with the latency of ∼1 hr. A team of ‘offline shifters’
and sub-detectors experts takes care of validating the data quality once the whole statistics has
been processed. Sub-system experts detector uses a boolean flag in their respective workspaces for
the final quality result. The central Data Certification (DC) team then uses this information from
various subsystem workspaces and filters out the bad quality data to provide a file in JSON format
containing certified good quality data for the physics analysis carried out in the CMS collaboration.

4. Future Plans

The DQM Framework performed well during Run2 period of LHC, yet some developments are
required to adopt to the foreseen changes in the LHC conditions and CMS detector for the future
LHC collisions. A new tool, known as “HISTORIC DQM (HDQM)” has been developed that
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provides the time evolution of the recorded data across the runs over a longer period of time. Such
a technology is highly beneficial in spotting any change in detector efficiencies due to radiations and
other anomalies during the course of time. A layout of HDQM webpage is shown in Figure 3. A
re-designing of new Run Registry is in progress for better usability and maintainability. Machine
Learning techniques are under development to support the Online data monitoring task and also
to automatize the Data Certification procedure with the goal to save person power and improve
efficiency. For the upcoming LHC Run3, a reorganization in the DQM configuration and core code
is also ongoing.

Figure 3: A snapshot of HDQM page displaying the time evolution of observables showing the quality of
data for a given CMS subdetector.
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